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around the depot....
LOFTUS

On Saturday, 6th September, it was found that
some small children had managed to gain entry to the depot
under one of the depot doors and had smashed the light
bulbs in 13^3 and 295. Some bulbs had also been smashed
in 15^1 together with one light shade. A box of globes,
left on a seat in 728, was found on the ground with many
of the globes broken. It was deduced that the entry had
been effected during the late afternoon or at dusk as only
trams on the western side of the depot , where there is no
roof, had been damaged.
The R-class car 17^0, one of our traffic stalwarts, was withdrawn from traffic on Sunday, 12th October
after the crew reported odd noises coming from the bogie.
A preliminary check found found that one motor bearing -the number 2 motor at the number 1 end -- was turning.
The offending parts were removed and our maintenance staff
were surprised to find that the motor had apparently been
fitted with a brass of the wrong size. It is thought that
the bearing may have been replaced by depot staff during
the tram's last years of service. On 26th October, the
bogie was removed and the car is temporarily sitting on our
spare P truck at the rear of No. 1 road while repairs and a
bogie overhaul are being carried out.
A run of wet weekends is seriously delaying work
on the depot roof. However, the wet spell has meant that
more indoor work could be carried out and 180 has benefited
from this. In recent weeks the paint stripping has uncovered the original interior varnish and lettering above
the windows. Apparently Brisbane allowed "smoking only in
the rear six seats" before the "smoking only at the rear
of (black centre) line" became law.
ST. KILDA
The month of August saw the completion of trackwork into the new fifth bay of the shed with the C-class
car and the overhead tower wagon taking up residence within. -A short inspection pit has also been constructed on
this road. Work is still progressing on the construction
of the extension which will form the Museum's workshop
area and, unlike the rest of the depot , will not be open
to the visiting public. The existing north wall will be
left to divide the two areas.
COVER PHOTO: The Victorian grandeur of Melbourne's Princess Theatre forms an impressive backdrop for W7 1003 as
it travels along Nicholson St. outward bound for East
Brunswick. 1003 has rolled the rails for fifteen years,
but the Princess has been a part of the Melbourne scene
since 1886.

